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Abstract -

-

One important consequence of Lyndon Johnsoes Great Society programs,

first igitiated in theiP9640bas been the direct generation of minority

professional employment from increased government social spending and

regulation. Was government initiated incrase it_minorify employment has

beei most'noticeable in public sect* professional and semim-professional

occupations. Early analyses have concluded that this newmiddle class

Ives its new-found status tolederal (and State' equal employment legisla

tion and subsequent judicial interventions in pUrsuit of affirtative action.

Later reaearch diew'a sharp distinction between the public and privaie.sector

and confirmed.that, particularly for Black professionals, the public sector'

was the major source of new jobs.- At the stite and local level, where neerly.

all of.this newA3ublic employment,took placel public education accounted fot

over two-thirds of the social welfare employment increase.
.

This essay examines patterns of employment-and assignment for Anglo,-

Black and Hispanic teachers in California Public Schools. This study

challenges the conventional wisdom that teacher supply-and demand responds

to traditional human capital considerations alone and demonstrates that

minority teachers are assigned to-specific schools based on the racial

composition of the pupils in these schools. Subsequently,the study

explores how the selective demand for teachers based upon their race and

ethnicity is exacerbated Sy the camplex interactions of population growth

and decline among Anglo, Blailk and Hispanic students: Finally, the researdh

investigates how a particular social programbilingual educationg--inter-

acts with Staff segregation and pupil growth and,decline to influence

teacher labor markets in subtle ways. The essay concludesVith a review

of major findings and their implications for.both social theorr and

public policy,

We wi ld like to thank Claudette Sprague for,her secretatiAl assistance

.
and Charles Bethel-Fox for his assititanCe in programming the models used

. in this research. .
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In'trOduction
-

*-
Nearly two decades have elapsed since the first major federal' social

Fe Hare pro,grams were enacted in pursuit.of Lyndon Johnson's .Great Society.

Since then, California and other states have matChed and often surpassed

federal funding and regulation in the areas of education, welfare, health, job.

security, and public. housing. There is little disagreement that the
f'

proliferation .of federal and. state socfal policies since the 1960s, has ,

,

fundamentally restructured the operations of government in the 1980s. From

its inception, however, the social outdomes of tflis restructuring have been

the ,sul;ject ofconsiderable debate.. This essay explores one such outcome:

theN.direct generation of minority profespioll employment from. government

social spending .and regulation.
-

Numerous assessments of program implementation Indicate that fecteral.and

.
state

/
social policies have been unable to achi,eye their principal economic

objective: tO break the vicious cycle of intergenerational urban'poverty.
1

Nevertheless, additional research does suggest that these.same policies have
%

. ,
improved the materi'al wellbeing of some; namely, they served to expand the

employment. o-f ethnic :and racial minorities in professional and

semi,pressional occupations.. Early analyses have.concluded- that this

growing minority middle class owed its newfound economi2c:status to' federal

(and state) equal employment jegislation and subsequenE judicial interventions

in pursuit dE afffrmative action.
2

*

..

t.
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Later studies revealed.,...hciwever, that most minority employment gains, .

par,tic-ularly for professional oCcupations, were attributable not to growth id
4 . e

the private sedtor, but to the direct creation of publicly funded jobs in

those government agencies Chat implement federal and state mcial'welfare'

programs, especially' those designed to serve lowincome clientele.
3 4,

At

the state and local revel, .where most of this new pubric employment took .
. ..

, .

place, public education accounted for over twothirds of the social welfare
4, .

employment iiicrease. Educational employment therefore merits close
,

scrutiny. .
, .

. While existing researsh has concent rated on important p. ublicpr%ivate
/

distinctions, little atEentiOn has been paid to the.characteristics of labor

'markets internal to ,publie sector institutions like schools, aid even less

attention has been given, to Lh variL employMent experiences of -minority

groups Within pliblic institutions.
f

This essay examines patterns of employnient and assignment for Anglo,

Black, and Hispanic teaChers.in Chlifornia public schodr.S.
6

Since minority

employment trends in Ca,lifOrnia'are not ,unlike those reported nationwide,

California. is a reasonable "test case" for examining the relationship between

face ,and educational emplOyment. Minority', erpPloyment trends are often

explained as resp.onses to variation in the available supply f quilfied

applicants and in the relative demand for teachers in.different,joh

r.
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environments.: A quantitativeanalysis of minority employment in California

s'cIfools,, as of 1981, provides the empirical framework for examining the

dete*m'inants-of racially-selective teacher demand in tire next three sections.

The first part of th,is quantitative ,analysis begins with an effort to model

the interrelatiO'nship of teacher.race and minority student segregation on_Ole

employmerit.a.n;cl assignment of teachers within public schools. Subsequently, we

explore how racially segregated teacher labor marketa are exacerbated.by the

complex interactions'of population growth and decli-ne amonglAnglo, slack and

Hispanic students. And finally, we investigke how a particular social

program--bi lingual education7-interacts with staff segregation and, pupil .

growth and decline to influence teacher labor markets in subtle ways... The

essay. oonclude ,. with a review of major findings and tlieir implications for

both social.theory and public policy.

Before proceeding, howevei-, some clarification of the language and'terms

used in this paper is required. The classificatiOn of teadhers and students

racially as either ,Antgl.o, Black or Hispanic .is at best imprecise. Blacks, for

example, may be' of Ib'ero"-Americart (Hispanic) origin. 7 Moreover, the

cOnsisient use of the term "rice" as a 'substitute for',fire Cumbersome phra'se
,

"race .and ethilicity" i not meant to obfuscate the point that many.Hispanics

share a common clucasian racial history with Anglos. Additonally,% the'terms

"-minor it y- s egregat ion, " school segregation," and "Anglo', ,Black or Hispenic

tr
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segregation". refer only to the level of student segregation, not to the jever

of teacher segregation in public schbols. .Finally, we apply the term
,

"segregation" equally to both ,minority and non-minority schdoIs that are

racially isolated.

Public-Private. and Within-Public Differences

'

Minority Employment in.Perspective

,

, Several, empiri4cal analyses of national censua dtata 6overing the last

20--30 years conclude that, in relative terms,, minority professional einployment
a

in the pub 1 i.c sector exceeds similar employment in the private sector. Most

of this research has foctised on Black public employment gains. For example, a

r,eana lys is of data compiled by Brown and. Erie reyeavls that B.lacls in 1976 0 .-

constituted 10 percent of all professional, administrative, and technical

positions in th,e entire federal, state, and local' pulXic Sector ,labor force,

up from 64 in 1.960.8 By contrast, during the same 16 year period, Anglo

-public emplOyment in the identicaf professional categories declined as a

proportion of total public sector employment (from 93 to 90 percent), despite

grOyth in the absolute number Of Anglos employed by government agencies. In

other words, Blacks toOk a larger share of new'hirings during thi's period'of
,

accelerated government involvement in soCial policy. So-important were these

gains that by 1976 more than five out of every ten Black professionals working
.
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in the entire national economy was employed by iovernment agencies, while for

Angios the ratio via's less than three out of every ten.

AS can be seen from Table 1, national tfrend's reported in earlier,

longitudinal studies are reflected in California. Within both local_education

agencies and the state civil service, Blacks.comprise a Jarger share--almost

rwo to one--of professional positions than do Bllcks employed in the private

sector.

TABLE 1

Professional Employment in Chlifornia Education, Private'ectoe,
by %ace and Sector

J'

Hit^panic

Percett of Total

State

PUblic School C:vil Service Private Sector

Teachers Ptofessionals yrofessionals

(1980) (1980) (1978).
1

11,804

(5.9)

."

5,180
(7:7)

37,011
(5.0)

Black 9,400 5;246 24 681 .

Percept of total (6'.4) (7.8) - (i4)A,... ". '..,
.. 4

,Angl.p , 121,3234
,

,
51041_ , 627,290

Percent of Total (82:5) .-(76.3) .0 ,(85.0)

Other 17,-568

Percent\ot Total (5.0

Total

3

5,429
(8.2)

45,647
(6.2)

147,117
ir- ,(100)

66,998
(100)

734,629
(100)-

L.

SouTc es ; Calif.ornia Lebo r.Market Issnei: Hispanics, September, 1981;

California iepartment of Education, Qffice of Inter-Group Relations, 1980;

Annual Census af State EmplOyles', Report to the Governor and Legislature, July

1981, Califonia-. .' -

.Note: The Category for State Civil Service.Professionals includes technicaf

workers but not adMinistrators. -The Categary.for Private Sector Prolessionals

does not in'Clude officials and managers, ,occupationg that have sl-ightly higher

participation rates for minorities.

1

as
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Although, the evidence is less compelling for Hispanics, earlier studies

suggest that the 'general trend is the same. In Carnoy, Girling, and

Rumberger! s study dn wage discrimination, theY concludes. "Overa40 it
,

appears that when educatipn, age, and other variables are accounted for',
. ,Spanish surname wor'Zers (both men and women) do better in the public sectot\

t,tran in the private sector. 119 According to the data presented n Table 1,
. tthi conclus ion is also At least partially supported in terms of relative

employment in California: Hispanic professional employment in the state civil

service was relatively' larger than comparable His'panic employment in' the
4

private sector. This public sector preference for Hispanics, however, is'

less
. ,

significant'when thair.level of STib farticipation in the private sector

is comlared with- educatio,n, and'whep it is Compared with Black employment.

trends. These data suggest that the' employment experiences of Black and

Hispanics'within -the pu'blic sector may be different, a theme that.will,

reemerge in subsequent analysis.

'Within the public sector, Table I shows that local public educatiop

agencies are the single largest employers of Black and Hispanic professionals.

This, Art riiirrors national trends: for exampie, in 1976, over 60 perAnt qf,

all Bla'cks em.ployed in the public sector were employe.trI in educatidn. 10
One

reason, of course, is that educatjon is the largest single public sector
employer. These same natiorial data also reveal that within the public sector,
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Blacks comprise a staller proportion of the educational labor force than do-

Blatks in nonethicational iublic sector jobs. For exarnple,-when social, welfare

employment for 1976 is brokjen down into educational and noneducational areas,

Blacks comprise 12 percent 'of the_former and 22 percent of the latter. Again,
-

these nation'al trends are''reflected in California. According to Table 1, a

greater proportion of professionals employed in the-state civil service are
'-

Black or Hispanic thgn is the p,rOportion employed by public schools. In

short , vhile minorit ies are employed in ,greater numbers in education, their

Part icipat ion rates are markedly less than their relative employment in other

public sector labor mirkets; And again, relative differences withirrtjle,
. ..; ,

public sector are greater 'for Hispaniog" than Blacks.
-

One last finding to be drawn from earlier longitudihal.analysis is that

minority -employment, especially of Black professionals in the pu'blic sector,

has grown itn absolute an'd relative terms over the last 20 years, 11. As

reported in Table 2, ttiis trend is replicated inCalifornia public schools.

Historiodlly, Blacks a-nd Hispanics have been underrepresented in the
.

prbfessions in all sectors of the national economy relative to their.
propo rtion in the' geneial population. This was no less true in California

-

public education, And rethains so today. The dirth of minority educators a id
.,p7

, (
41

,

not go unnoticed by the minority...community. By 1959, California faced.
,.. ,

.
..

mounting, -political pressure to rectify "zhe se imbalances, and in response, ttie
3 .
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California St.ate Board of Edtfeation established "Commission on
. ,

Discrimidation I Teachet Employment" to address the problems minority
. .

teachers confronted when seeking public school positions. Duting its first

year the COmmibsion conducted a study of minoiity employment in California

public schools. The Commission ,c0ncluded that the most significant type of

discrimination problem confronting teachers was that "members of Certain
.

racial and ethnic groups, particularly Negroes, still face limitaticins in

finding jobs.",12 It also found that the total number of Hisspanic teachers

in California pplic schools was even lower than that of Blacks. As

'TABLE 2

Totals and Percentages for California P01ic School Teachers by

Classroom Teachers,
,

1967 Totals

Race Comparing 1967,

Anglo Black

163,523
.,

g,ly,

.

1977, and 1980

Hispanic

-

4,189

Other

,

4,003

0.

Total
..

179,852

(Percent) (90,9) ) (4'.5) - l' (2.3) (2.3) (10D)

1977 Total& 146,195 9,645 8,227 6,642 170,709

(Parcent) (85.6) .(5.6) (4.a) (4.0) . (100)

1980 Totals
\

121,323 9,400 8,826 7,568 147,117,'

(Percent) (82.5) (6.4) (6.0) (5.1) *- (100) 1.

- Note: ,This table was adapted from Foote, et al., 1978, Table 15, page 35, and

The California State Department of Education, 1980 (Figures in parentheses aid
percentages.) The. category 'other' in6ludes:. Asian., Pacific Islander, .

Filipino, American Indian, and Alaskan Native.'

13
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represente4/ in,-Table.2, during the next two decades California Public scipola

gradually improved their earlier tmploymedt practices with- respect- to

minorities.. .Yet, despite their statas as the state's largest minority group

(24% comPared ri) 10% for Blacks), Hispanic-employment in Canfornia public

-schools even today, lags behirid that of' Blacks.

In summary, race has been and.remains an important determinant qf-
.

employment in the private and public sectors'. While the job participation

rates of minority prot'essionals are now higher in government than in the

priv'ate sector, such gains vary among Blacks and Hispanics and between public

institutions providing educational and noneducational services. What faptors

account for these variations, especially variations within the public

educational sector?

Alternative Explanations of Variations in Minority Employment . .

Two broad sets offexplanitiOns may- 'es. Used to interpret-thee

publicprivate 'and withinpublic variations in Black and Hispanic employment. i

reported above. The first focuseson factotrs that shape the available suppl'y

of qualifi-dd personnel of a certain race or ethnicity; the second focuses on

factsrs, that shape the relat-ve demand for different teachers with, selected

personal characteristics and qua,lifications. Whereas this study emphasizes

A

S.
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racia1ly-base0 selective demand, some attention must also be given to supply

.
side. explanations. -Indeed, given the compleXity of employment decision

making, it is' often difficult to distinguish the causal orderings. "The

following provides cne set of criteria for assessing the comparative merits of
, '

relative supply and selective demand explanations.

Two bf the most oft-cited explanations of racial and ethnic employment

patterns are that these patterns are a function of the unavailability of'

applicant,s, within the Pob 1 o f qualified candidates, and of the individual
4

occupational preferences of those available candidates.

-
There is some evidence' to suggest that the undersupply of qualified Black

and Hispanic candidates 'has constrained their overall levels of emplcyment in -1

certain occupat.ions. For example, the "shortfall of qualified

bilingual/bicultural teachers, especially teachers with Spanish-speaking

'skills, was estinlated in California to be no less than five thousand. during.

1979-80.
13 Since Spanish-speaking 'Hispanic teachers would appear to have a

natural language and cultural advanpage in this segment of the labor market,

their Undersumily may constr.ain the general growth of Hispanic teachers

total 'educational labor:force. However, this thesis can be Eested by

comparing the assignment patterns of Anglo and Hispanic teachers with

bilingual credentials. A priori dne would not expecx to find large nuTbers

15
11,



of AnglO teachers employed in scho.ols with relatively Low percentages of
S.

Hispanic students, and the converse for Hispanic bilingual teachers. Given

the overall shortage of bilingual teachers,. one would expect to find qualified

bilingual teachers similarly distributed among Hispanic pupils irrespective of

th,e race of the teachers. As this eXample suggests, the "undersupply thesis"

would. fail to explain, a given level of.sup'ply, variation in placement

across different types of schools for Anglo and Hispanic . teachers with

comparab le credent ials , years of education, teaching experience, and other

job-related chai;acteristics. If the raCe or ethnicity of the teacher still
. ..remains an important determinant of the employment and location of Anglo,

Black, and Hispanic teachers after introducing these controlS, then the
- 4, 41.

4

"undersupply thesis" is unconvincing.
e

A second .supply side explanation ocuses,on the oscupational preferences

of individuals in the available pool_of qualified appliCants4, Recent

empirical analyses of "hedonic" price-theory liave reconfirmed what has, long

been known about the sociology of work: job characteristics and wOrking

Conditions figure prominently in an individual's chbi.ce among Alternative

employment opportunities. to attract an4 employee to-e job less Preferred by a
(-

potential applicant, these labor market studies show that an, employer must pay

a higher wage, holding other determinants of employntent constant. For

example, in several atudias Of teacher eniPloyment4 in California and Florida,

16
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Chambers found that school districts must pay higher wages to Anglo teachers

in order to attract them to schltals wi..th one or more of the following
*-

.

characteristics: minority segregated, high levels of violencg, inner

city.
14 In short, employment in- such schools is not preferred by Anglo

teac4rs. One of the'reasons for their pteference ordering ts described in

the Safe School Study conducted by HEW in 1978:15

...white teachers confront substantially higher risks than others whet

4 they are teaching in predominantly nonwhite schools. A white teacher,

for example,* is seven times more' likely to have been attacked in a.
minority school than in a predominantly white school; and in a minority
school the risk that a white teacher will have been attnc,ked is more than
twice.A. great as the risk for a minority teacher. Clearly, then, the
racial or ethnic background of a teacher relative to the racial/ethnic
4Composition of the student body is a factor of some consegance in
affecting Htt or Her risk of being attacked or robbed. Since 89%'of the
teachers are white, thd teadhers at risk tend to be white teachers,
working in minority schools. .

A

ao*

While this emphasis on occupational preferences suggests that Anglos will 'be

less likely to teach in minority pupil segregated, schools, it fails to explain
. .

r

any variation in the employment of Anglos and Minorities in Anglo segregadd

schools. Moreover,A independent of the relative risk, it is difficult to

-
uAderstand why emploYment in schools with poor working conditions' would be

*

.

preferred by anyone, be they Anglo, Black or Hispaac. These qualifications

to the argument that occupational preference operating alone determine's racial

variation in employment patterns suggests that employers dre not indifferent'
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to the personal attributes of'the individuals theS? employ in certain.

, .
positions. To understand what factors shape employer prefeences, we-turn to

.. r
- . - -

a discussion of the relative demand for Anglo and minority teachers.

'Demand
-

Variation in employer demand for Anglo,IBlack, and Hispanic_teachers can

be explained by at least thkee sets of interrelated factors: (1) racial

segregation of students, (2) regulations associated with federal and state

categorical aid legisla.t iob, and (3) glowth and decline associated with
,

student demographic changes.and fiscal constraints.

As noted above, the racial' segregation of students may be an important

deteiminant .of raciallydetermined labor markets. For reasons of'social

control, the Safe School Stucry of 1978 r ecomm$nded that more minority teachers

be assi"gned to preaominantly minority schools to reduce violence against

16 ; .

teachers. Research also suggest's that minority teachers are. important/

,learning and role mOdels for'minoritty students.
17

Of course, historicaTly

these were not the most imiSortant objectives sought by earlyadvocates of

greater minority teacher employment. The increased hiring of nority faculty

.

0- .

.

in public schools figured prominently in the,demands of civil rights leaders
. .

-
and community groups who have been protesting and litigating for decades, .a

process that conEinues today.. ,Pressure on the schools to hire more minorfty

teachers was not limited-,-to' adults , but also innolved widespread student
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protests. The heightened racial awareness of min-otity youth which kollowed

the Civil Rights movement in the.4960s served to. call to their attention the

absence of minority professionals. in the schools, and' undermined the
- s

legitimacy of white teachers in predominantly minority schools. While the

causes of student militancy in public schools- were certainly complex, there is

clear evidence that the absence of minority facult) was an important element

among their demands.
18

EVen when students did not, articulate their demands

for minority faculty politically, they did 'so individually, and often

hostilely by attacking white teachers. The research evidence reported above

directly links the absence of minority educator's in predominately minority

schools to student violence 'against nonminority teachers.

Wacial segregation of students remainsvoday an important ,deferminant

raciallydetermined labor markets only Ito the extent that pupil racial

segregation remains a n important characteristic of.California

education. According to Table 3, not only has racial segregation persisted'

over the last two deCades, but the.incidence of racially segregated schools

and of minori'ty students (mainly Black and Hispanic) in such schools have

increased significantly in the 1 2 years following 1967. During 1979; 44

percent of all Hispanic students and 43 percent of all Black students in

-4., California attended schools 50 percent,or =ire. minority..
19 To the extent

.1?

I

19.
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TABLE 3

Number of Schools with Fifty Percent or Mote Minority Enrollment
1967 to 1979 .

Fall 1979

Number of
Schools

1,943

Minority
Enrollment
(Perceht)*

997,527'

(61.3)

. Anglo
, Enrollment

(Percent)**

Z98,507
(7.3)

Fall 1977 1,755 921,052 275,146

1\1
(58.9) (6.4)

Fall 1971 1,215 683,957 200)861

(52.0) (4.4)

Fall 1967, 987 553,182 139,523-

(49.3) (3.1).

Source: California State Department
* Percent ot all minority pupils.

'-

** Percent of all .Anglo pupils.

of Education, 1979, Table'6 and Tgble 7.

4
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that minority employment is driven'by minority student segregation, these

trends suggest that Black and Hispanic gains in the educational labor market

reported in,Table 2 'ma/ be a fundtion,of thg continued and growidg segregatiqn
1.

of public school,students77an empiiical question to be,txamined below.

The federal ant state res.p.onse to persistedt racial segregation and the
,

-

various,political.demands voiced by parents and students was to qreate a

myriad of categorically funded programs. What distinguished categorical funds

a
from :previous state and federal aid was the tying of program funding to the

-

provision of specified services targeted for low-incomepr minority students^

The federal government created over 30 major educational and related manpower

training programs. between 1964 and 1975.
20

Each, in turn;.wds matched by an

,

even broader array of state catego,rical aid programs whose funding often
,.-

sed federal levels. By 1979, no fewer,than 45 categorical aid programs

could be identified in California.
21

Some of these federal and state programs such as the Emergency School Aid
,

* . ,

Act, required as a condition for funding that school faculties had to be
.

racially balanCed, as d.id many school desegregation and affirmative action

decisions.
SVC

Other programs like compensatory education and Head Start have-

been specifically linked to Blaák employment gains,as aAesult of,their focus

.
on the needs of low icome, iliner. city students2Z. , Stijl other programs

a

introdyced special certification and training mechanisms, and hdve stipulated
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that new teachers with these credentials must be hired if the school district

, is to satisfy, program mandates and thereby qualify for funding. In the case

of one snch program, bilingdal edycation, ethnic identity and proTessional
4

specialization appear to overlap.- Since ,bilingual° proficiency, is a condition

of employment, Hispanics and other language minorities may have an. edge in

this ,expanding sector of the teac-her labor market. To illustrate this point..

Hispanics comprised almost ,40 percent of all bilingual education teachers in

California during 1980, yet they were less than 6 percent oi the entAre

.
teaching.,force:

for

In shor.t, certain categorical aid programs restructured the labor market
. . ,

. . , .
_ .

school personnel by creating 4 selective demand for Aersonnel 'needed to :...

(
address the special educational needs cif lowincome and minority students. To

the extent that this restructuring created new opportunities for Blacks.and

Hispanics, their gains in the educational. labor market may be a, function of

continued program funding. Nowhere should 'this be 'mora.apparent than in

w-

b i 1.ingua 1 oducat ion programs, a special case -singled out for close scrutiny

belpw.

. Most of these federal ,and sta.te categorical aid programs originated

during a period of relative growth iii ere total student population, served by

public schools, ,and in the fiscal capacity of local ichool district.s, to

provide services for these students. Since the size of the eciiic'ationa.l jabbr

2

. a.
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force i.sla positiVe function of the size of student populations and of

budgetary expenditures, such growth was reflected in expanded hirings of all

teachersAnglos, Blacks land Hispanics. Over the last two decades, however,

there have been dramatic changes in thes,student poPulation served by public

schools, s well as changes in the fiscal capacity of local districts. Not

only has the total number of children attending public schools declined

sharply over the last decade, but the number of students classified as

disadvantaged for reasons of race, language, income, or physical disabilities

has risen in absolute and relative terms:23 In California, public school

enrollments declined by over 350,000 students b,etvieen 1967.and 1979, while

students identified as social .and ethnic minorities increased their numbers

absolutely and relatively. This precipitous de ine_in total enrollments was

due to a 26 percent decline over the 12 yearperi.od in Anglo students, who by

1979 tons titsated no more than 60 gercent of all public scho'ol students. The

remainder were minorities, of which Hispanics constitute the largest single

grouping. Having grown by over 50 percent during the last decades Hi.spanics
,

by 1979 comprised over one-quarter 'of all public school students. In

comparison the Black growth rate over the same period.mirrored the proportion

of Black students in California's public,schools during 1979-10 percent. 24..

Because of the severe' fiscal crisis thathit California public schools

during the late 1970s--;a crisis precipitated by Proposition 13 anci by af

2 3

1
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simultaneous reduct4on in ;state -revenues and per pupil expendituresmany.

. ,

distric-ts were unable to cushion the layoffs. from declining enrollments by

markedly reducing class size. Furthermore, since the level of state funding

was linked by formu-la tp the number ,of students served within a given

district, little short-term reiief from the state was. available to declining

districts. .Given that teacher salaries and fringe benefits accounted for.

8Q-90 Rercent of the current budgets of most school districts, the "standard

solution taken by districts facing budgetary deficits was to reduce the

teacher labor force. In short, teachers were laid off% However, given_the

s-eniority and tenure provisions secured over the last two decitdes by teacher

unions, the first teachers dismissed, were, by 'state law, those"with the least

seniority. As is apparent from Table 2, the employment gains of Black and

e;pecially Hispanic teachers, are of recent origin. These two minority groups

are, therefore, most_vulnerable to being dismissed. In this-Way, demographic

declines and fiscal constraints interacted to erode previous minority

employment gains.

Taken together, hot...fever', and put in the Contexne of an,already segregated

school-system, changes in student d.emography mid changes in the fiscal

capacity of local school 'districts may have contradictory implications for the

employment.of minorities statewide tThile the tenure .of newly hired .Biack and

-

Hispanic teachers is jeopardized by severe fiscal constraints, the absolute

4

4 24

%or

alf
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.

and relative growth of minority student populations in schools suggests that

the demand for' minority teachera to serve these populations may actudily be

growing. For example, 'growth in employment o'f' Hispanic teachers in talifornia

kept pace and even surpassed growth in Hispanic students (96)Percent versus 54

percent) between 1977 and 1979. Therefore, as shown in Table 4, tHe ratio Of

Hispanic teachers to H.ispanic students narrowed significantly duriiig:this

period. In contrast, , reductions in Anglo teachers (r.14.5 percent) did not

keep pace with the decline of Anglo students (-26 percent) during this same ./

period; seniority and tenure provisions protected Anglo.teachers from the
. i

layoffs caused by declining enrollments. Gonsequently, Table 5. shows that the
\ .

--------'0'
.

, . .

ratio of Anglo teachers to Anglo students wa actually reduced.. As for
. .

Blacks, teacher .growth just kept pace with student growth so that the rati( Of

Black teachers to Black students over th.e last decade remained rather

coonstant. These statewide figures suggest that the greatest minority

employment gains should be recorded by Hlspanics in schools with rapidly

expanding Hispanic student populations.

25

.
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TABLE 4

dhanges in the Ratio of Teachers to Pupils by Race
1967 tO'1979,

z31

Ratio of Teachers to Pupils..., 1967 ..1979

Anglo Teachers to Anglo Puptti,

Hispanic Teachers to HispanST-upiTs

Black Teaches to BlAck Pupil
=

All Minority Teachers to' MiiidiMy Pupils

All_Teachers to All'PUpils

1 to 20

1 to 147

,- 1 to 4t3:

to 69

1 to 25

1 to 17

1 to 104

4 to 45

1 -to 61

1 to 24

1: T

Source: California State AePartglInt of Education, "Racial.and Ethnic
Distrtbution of Students--441'SEa4.-in California Public Schools, Fall' 1979,'A
timeographed, Table,14.

4'

Moreover, since stat'e fUllging: is linked. to a district's- total student
, .

.

',-
population, these employment jail-Cs should aLsD.Pbe greatest.ln scipeols whose

...,...! .
, .

P ,'/

total stlident population is.,elfpandifig.-. '/7

.,;,' ' .

441A,

N..1.1..'.

26
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Pupil Segregation and Minority Einployrie'nt
.

Dita and .Methodology

.3

Cursory evidence suggests student segregation is an important determinant
-of minority employment. To :bore aCcurarelyasiids its impact, we estimited

the probability of a minority teacher being. employed in a school wi'N

specified racial concentrations of students while controlling statistically

for the ilk:dependent effects of seleCted variables common/sy recognized to

,influence tetcher demand sand supply. This model takes the 1981 supp/y of

employed California publi-C school teachers and isolates the importance of

teacher race in predicting the level of student segregation in the schools

where teaches a're asigned. Given the categoiical nature of the dependent

variable (levels of pupil...segregation), these methodological objectives can

best be satisfied through a set of statjfal procedures known as Multinomial

Logit AnalYsis.25

Multinomia 1 Logi t modeling provides a methodOlogy for estimating the

relative weight given tO a teacher's race in predicting that teacher's

likelihood of being employed in a school with a cprtain proportion of minority
4

pupil's, as compared to teachers in other schbols with different proportions of

minoiity, pupils., In tIanalysis that follows, achoolS with 70 to 100 percprit.
tzt..

Black or, Hispanic students will be used as the,principal comir:on point 'o&
es*

comparison against which all other teacher assignimnents will be c4tipared.

From this, the first stage of the analys.is is to estimate the dependent

variables: (a) the logodds of a teacher being assigned to a schoorwith less

thin 10 percent 4),1ack or -Hitpanic students rather thin being assigned to a
sik .

. .

school with ,more than, 70 percent Blatk or Hispanics; (b) the logodds of being
. .

. , 4 2 7
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assigned to a school with 10-30,percent minority puplls as compared to 70+

percent; (c) rhe log-odds of being as.aigned to a s171, with 30-50 percent

minority pupils as compared to 70+ percent; and finally, (d)*the log-odds -Of

being assigned to a school-with 50-70 percent Blabk or Hispanic Oupils as
,

-
compared ,to a school that is 70+ percent Black or Hispanic. The choice of

016 s e five levers and the four sets of comparisons spacified in the model,

satisfy the 'objective of examining a broad range of racially segregated'

schools, constrained- only by the statistical requirement that sufficient

numbers of teachers for a given race are.absigned to schdols with these levels

of'minOrity pupil cbncentration.

Xo compute these log-odds, variables reflecting other supply and demand

conditions are introduce,d simultaneously and their separate effects are,

controlled statistically. These variables include a variety of personal

characteristics which, in addition to race, indlude the teacher's sex,

education, teaching experience, and teaching credential (bilingual. or

regu 1 ar). Job-related (i.e., school) characteristics Must also ,be introduced;

in additicm to measures of the racial segreeation of stüdents, these include

the grade-level of the school (el'emeneary or secondary) and the recent

(1979.-80) change in Anglo, Black., and Hispanic, atüdent populations in the

;school to 'which the teacher is assigned. Given the simultaneous introduction

-
of these* supply .and demand conditions, .the multinorniailogit model, iS said to
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be o f "reduced tore ; i. e . , i t is nog possihle te formally separate the
. . ......,IN.

. . .

determinah ts of laboi- force supply and -demand. For example, it is impossible

f.rom this model to determine whether Black or HiSpanic teachers oCc4atiortally
, .

prefer teaching in racially segregated 'schools or whether they are o}lly

accepted for employment in, segregated schools.

Once the log-odds of teacher assignment by.level of upil segregation are

computed, the beea coeftctents can next be converted into probability'

estimates. These conditional probabilities specify the likelihood that an

Anglo, Black, ,or Hispanic teacher will be assigned to a schooi with one of

five levels of racial.segregation, while controlling for other personal-ahd

job-related, ch.arac,terislics.26' It is these probability estimates which are
.

.reported in the text. We reserve-to AppendiX A the beta coefficients -and
t

"t-testsl"froni which these probabilities are derived and 'a formal presentation,
of the general form of the multiple logit model., :,

The statistics reported.. below were estimated on data derOed from the
. .- ,-

. t

1981 te.echer,surveys conducted as_ part of the California Basic Education Date,
. , .

SyS tem (CBEDS). Those surveys..canvass the entire po.pulation cif,..0.ement.ary and

... .secondary teachers' employed by local educational agencies in California. The
< I,

estimates derivect from these daia reflec; fle relative impo,rtancef-of persOnal

and job-related* characteriatics On the actual*assignment.to racially

segregated schools .of Anglo,. Black, and Hie-pahic leachers sti.11 in the*

29



ethIcational iOor force during.that year. Randbm satples Ot teachers from

each of three racial populations--;Anglo, .Black, and HispanicWere drawn frOm,

these sUrveys. Since the unit of analysis is the teacher, more,than One

teacher could'have been randomly selected from a.given school. Thi's

-itratifted saurpling techniqu.e generated three teacher subsamples of

approximately equal size, and multinomial logit analyses were performed'

-separately on eacil of these three subsamples.

Empirical Analysis'

For each of these three samples and their separat'e multiple Logit.

'equations, the response rates for the seven independent variables are reported

in Table 5: mean responses are reported for interval-level variables and

percentages are report.ed for categorical variables. The first four variables

after the constant reflect personal characteristics, -and the remaining three

a

job-related characteristics. Again, the dependent variable is the log-odds-of

.

a teacher beiing employed' in a sChool with one of four possible levels of

st-udent segregation, as compared'.to the fifth' level: teachers in the most`-'..

Black or Hispanix segregated schools.

The figures reveal sevetal differendes among racial grout:4. First,-

teaching i.s still predominantly a. woman's occupation; and it appears to be

even more so among Blacks. In contrast, a gr3ester percentage of Hispanic and

.
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AngLo teachers a.re male; for both races, the frequency distributions b sex

. -
are roughly equal. Second., at least three fourths of all teachers are emp yed

k in elementary schools. The percentage is even higher for Blacks. Third, the

level ol education reported by teachers in the thiee samples is highest aMong

Hispanics. This is a function of their teaching credentials. Nearly 4o

pefcent of all Hispanic teachers hold.a bilingual certificate--a certificate

which typically requires an additional year of education. Fifth, Anglos ilave

the longest presence in California's educ-ationai system with an average of 15

years, followed by *Blacks 'with 13.4 yeare.and Hispanics`with juet under 10

years. This racial distribution of average teaching experience or seniority,

corresponds with the sequencing of Anglo, Black, and Hisp.anic hiringd noted in

Table 2. Black emplo.yment gains warelargely expezienced during the late

1960s, with Hispanic -gains following in the early-to-mid 1970s. Given

seniorlty--,:based retention policies duriy& periods of teadher laypfie, this

sequential hiring pattern favois AngLosover Blacks, and BLacks over

Hispanics. As we will discuss below, however;.many Hispanic teachers can pe

exempted by their school districts from the system of seniority-based layoffs

because they possess bilingual certificates necessary to continued-bilingual

program funding.

31
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TABLE. 5

Mean Responses on Independent Variables by Race '.

"For 1981 Tdactier Sample :

.
w

,P. ....K
. .

Teacher Sample by Race
, ,

J.
.,Variable

Sex. Kale
Female

Elementary teacher Yes
No

..

AVerage Post-
Secondary Education'

= Masters Degree).

4.X.ears)
_

Bilingual Certificate Yes
No

,

_

Hispanic
(N=2,286)

Black
(N=2,305).,

19%

Anglo

(N=2,233),

. 35%'

63% 81%4 65%

, .

76% ' ,85% 73%

24% 15% 271 1

3.69 3.49. .

3'9% . . 2% -2% -
61%, 98%

Years of Teaching
-

Experience 9.80 13.39 .

Change drom 1979-81a
in Percentage of
Hispanic Pupils 4-2.39% N/Ab

. Change from 1979-81c , 7
in Percentage of

N/A
b

Black Pupils -1.4

Change from 1979-81d

in Percentage of
Attlo Pupils- -3.51% -2.58%

! 14.95

z

+f.55%

-2,94%

'Note:. .

aCompared as the 1081,percentage of Pispanic students in a given
school minus the.1979 percentage of Hispanic, students in the same school;

b
N/A = not applicable to this analysis.

cCompued as ,the 1981 percentage of Black students in a given school

minus the,1979 percentage of Black students in the 'same school..

cicomputed as the 1981 percentage of Anglo students in a given school

minus the 1979 pereentage of Anglo students in the same school..

d

-

,

^
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The demOgraphic changes- reportexl in Table 5 refleot-changes in the racial

composition of students in the schools where the teachers
r
sampled Currently

work. The average Bispanic teacher is employed in a school ehat over the last

two years has exiierienced a rapidly growing Hispanic student population and a
.

rapidly declining Anglo student populaeiin-: Hispanic teachers are employed;

according to these figures, in increasingly Hispanic segregated school's.

Since Hispaln,ics are` the most rapidly growing group among public school.

students and Anglos are tlYe most rapidly declirdng, we also find that the

average Anglo teacher is pmployed in a school where Hispanics are eh

increasing percentage of the student body and Anglos are a smaller percentage.

However, the' rates of growth and decline among Hispanic and Anglo students

res pec t iv e 1 y -are significant1ytes dramattc In schools.' wheie Anglos teach
AI"

compared wvith schools.. where HispaniCs teach. Consequenply, during 1981,

Hispanic teachers taught in schools that were becoming more Hispanic

segregated thin the sools where their Anglo counterparts taught. The

ayerage Black teacher typically taught iri schools with declining numbers of

Black ptkpils and even more rapidly declining numbers of Anglo,pupils. To the

extent' Blacks are prefe,rred for employment in Black segregated schools and
'

depend upon growing student populations in such Schools for new jobs, Mack

employment prospects seem to be diminishing. Not only are the prospects for

Black growth-generated employment dim, but also many. Black educators teach in

33
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schools with- sharply deClining total pupil enrollrnents.4 Because BLaâk

teachers have lower, average seniority (see Table 5). they are particularly

vulnerable to layoffs in these schools.

Each of.the independent variables listed in Table 5 was subsequently

introduced as a control in the multiple logit equations estimated for tbe

Anglo, Black,' and Hispanic samples. The probability estimates of employment

for Anglos, Blacks, and Hispanics with non-bilingual credentials'are preaented

*-"
in Tables 6 through 9, showing variation by teacher race, teacher sex,'school

grade-level, and level of Hispanic or Black pupil Segregation. 'Comparing

Hispanics and Anglos first, different racially-determined patterns bf

employment in Hispanic segregated schools are obseryed in Tables 6 and

,--patterns that hold even after controlling for the independent- effect§ o.

other personal and job-related characteristics.. First, 'at. the Secondary

level, Anglo teachers are up to twice as likely to teach in schools with less-

than IO percent Hispanics, while on the opposite extreme' Hispanic teachers are

four times as likely to teach in the most Hispanic segregated schobls (70+%).

Sesond, tt the elerientary. level, Hispanic teachers are even more likely to

te.ach in .segregated schools: 40 percent of.alI Hispanic elementary teachers

.teach in schools with over 50 percent Hispanic students, compared to under, 15

percent for simi larly trained Anglo teachers. Again, at the other extreme,.

a4
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Anglo elementary teachers are 3 times more likely than their Rispanic

counterparts to teach in schools Oith fewer than 10 percent HiSpanics.

TABLE 6

Probability of Hispanic Teacher Employmsnt for
Each Level of Hispanic Segregation

1981

i"-

Hispanic Pupil Coribentrations In Public Schools,

0-10% 10-30% . 30-50% 50-70%<: 70+ %

(N=265) (N41508.) (N=490). (N=3g6) (N=636)

Htspanic Elementary School Teachers with Regular Credentials-

Male- .10 .30 .21 .13 .27

Female .11 .26 .20 .15 .28

Hispanic Secondary School.Teachers wlth Regular Credentials

-

Male .21 .35 ./ .25 3 .08

Female .23 .30 .25 .10
. .

,

a Controlling for the effects of average education, experience, changes in

hispanic pupil growth, and changes in Anglp pupil growth.
"N" refers to the number of Utspanic.teachers in a random saMple of 2,285

laspanics who teaCh in schools with these leveis of Hispanic pupil
.

concentration. ,

qz

35

t.,
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TABLE 7

Probability of Angln Teacher EmployMeralt for

Each Level of Hispanio Segregation
1981

.b.
Hispanic Pupil Concgntrations in Public Schools

0-10% 10-30% 30-507. 50-70% . -70+ %

(N=782) (N=821) (N=317) (N=155) (N=157)

Anglo Elementary School Teachers with Regular Credentials 4,

Male .37 .38 .13 .
.06 .06

*.

FeMale ,31 .38 .15
c,s.

.07 .07

Anglo Secondary School Teachers with Regular Credentials

Male .41 .04 .03

Female. .36 .40. -.14 - .05 .03'

a Control,ling for the effects of average education, experience, changes in

Hispanic pupil growth, and changes in Anglo growth. -

N" refers to the number of Hispanic teachers in a random sample of 2,232.

Anglos who teach f.n schools with' these levels of Hispanic pupil coratentration.

3
-0-
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Third , these ,t rends apply irrespactive teacher's sex. At no level of

Hispanic pupil 4,egregation does a teacher s s'eX appreciably alter, the

employment patterns of Anglo and Hispanic teachers within segregated

.elementary and secondary schools. In short, gender is not an important

Predictor of internarassignment in a labor market where three out of-sVery

-four emPloyees are women.27

ifting from Hispanic 'segregated to Black segregated schools, we find in

Tables 8 and 9 that raciallydatermined employment patterns are again

discernable, even after controls for other personal and jobrelated

characteristics are introduced. While Black teachers at both grade levels are

fairly well distributed across schools with varying percentages of Black

students, differences between Black and Anglo teachers are striking. No more

than 8 out of every 100 Anglo teachers. are likely to be found in elemeneary

secondary schools with more than 30 percent Black.:students. These same

schoOls employ over 40 percent of all Black teacHers. On the other extieme,

over .75 percent of all Anglo teachers work in, eleMentary or secondary schools

with fewer than 10 percent Black students; for Black teachers, the probability

of working in such schools is less than 40 percent. Note again that these

patterns are not affected by a teacher's sex; nor are they affected- by

employment on elementary as opposed to a secondary school.
_
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4

In summary, twice remains in 1 981 an importanE determinant of 'the

employment and location of public school teachers in California. This seems

TABLE 8

Probability of 81ack Teicher. Employdant for

.
Each LeVel of Black Segregation i

1981

Black Pupil Concentrations in Public Schools
b

J0-10% 10-30% 30-56% 50-70; 70+ %

(N=756) 04=504) 04=307) 04=272) 04=466)

Black Elementary SchoOl Teachers with Regular Credentials
.4

Male .39 .17 .20

Female .35 .12 .10- .19.-

Black Secondary School. Teachers with Regular Credentials

Male :34 .66 .25

Female .30 ' .29 .11' .07 .23

-

aControlling for the effects of average education, experience, changes in

Black pupil growth, and changes in Anglo pupil growth.
er

"N" refers to the numb'er of Bladk teacher§ in a random sample of 2005

Blacks who teach in schools with these levels of. Black student concentration. .

f}.
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TAB;LE

A

Prob.ability,of Aneo Teacher EmplaYmant'for.
EaChLevel of Black Segregation

Black' Pupil Concentrationg' in Public Schools
b

0-10%

(rs1i,787)

10-30%

,(N=324)

30-100'

(N12.1)

'Angln Elementary School Teachers with Regular Credentials

Male , .75 .18 i
Female .77

,

.16
,

.7'

Anglo Secondary School.Teachers wfth Regular Credentials

Male-
Female

.16

.15.

, .

.08'

06 ,

.05
.04.

1

aControlling for the effects of average education, eXperience chahgis in

Anglo pupil growth, dnd changes in Anglo pupil growth. I

I

I''

,

bu Nn refers to the number of Anglo teachers in.a random sample'of 2,232 \

Anglos who teach. in schools with these levels of Hispanic pupil concentratiOn.

'Aet

.4

'

*4
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especially true fiir }If:so-lac and Anglo teachers. For the'm, minor].

N.;

41.

segregation has opposite,- effects, effects that are

efementary schools. In theatase of Black teacher assi

Black teachers work in 1esYsegregated schools than Hispanic teac

,.,

precis* for that reason, glack-teachers are more vulnerable to 10'0

Hispanic teachers. Th---.because Anglo teachers have higher average

seniority,. atid because the 4dols wilefe Blacks tdach are actually declining.
k ' 0

28
Thus, ironically, Black teach#r4,may be suffering fccum, staff integration.

...:-. .

Hispanic pupil growt:h and Anglo stuckent decline have been greatest in

eletentary schools. Recent declines in Anip.o and therefore total:pupii
..

,.
.

.

, ..
.

'enrollments have had a'tvgative impact on aggregate teacher. employment;
.P. 0..

just one year (see Table 10), the .number "of 'public sch.01 teachers in
c .

California plummeted by, oK.er 1,1 perCent. Dui-ing that yearo.. the. 'number of

teacher `layorfs end new hirps-varied damatically by race. Among the three

largest, racial, groupso His ics Aone show a substantial net increase in

employment from .1979-1986. Anglos suffere e most precipitous 'declines,.

followed by Blacks.

The forces underlying thx4 racial variance in the retention, lpyoff add
. .

-hiring of tea.chers are P1P,4; As noted in Table 5-, the ave'rage Hispanic

. .

teacher is)employed
(
n a schbol vihich from 1979 to 1981 experienced a rapidly

-r-

' ..e
,.....-

growing Hispanic student population anT'a correspondingly rapid decline in-
, ,

Anglo pupils, suggettinig.tht ll.spenics weie teaching, in 1981, in schools,

more

that Hispania eniployment wq,s influenced by _Hispanic ,Pupil legreggpion.

-
segregated than- they were In 1979.. Indeed, it was tatistically shown

A



Since efie pupil growth variable in the previous logistic analysis of Hispanics.

(Table A-, Appendix) shows that increasing segregation is also a ,function of

Hispanic puPil growth, it.is important to isolate how' minority pupil growth

may differentially affect teacher employment by rice, More succinctly: is

Hispanic employment a function of rapidly expanding HiSpanic pupil populations

in highly aegregated schools?

'TABLE 10

Net GrOwth and Decline of California Teachers by Race
(Percentages)
1979 and. 1980

Classroom Teachers. Anglo ,Black Hispanic Other Total

1979 Totals 139,813 10,367 9205, 7,055 166,440

,-
(Petfcent) (84.0) (6.2) (5.5) (4.3) (100)

1980 Totals 121,323 9,400 8,826 7,568. 147,117

(Percent) (82.5) (6.4) (6.0) (5.1) (100)

Difference -18,494 ..-97 7-379 1'513- -19,323

(1980-1979) A

% of 1979 Total (-13.2) 4-9.3) (-4.1)" . (7.3) (-11,6).

1980 Mew Hires 8,107 , 529 1;024 475 10,135,

Percent of Net Hires - (801 - (5,2), .(10.1) (4.7) (100)
.

Net Growth -10,387 -438 +645. +38 - -9;188

-Ayr Dec).ine (-7:4). (-:4.2) (+7.0) '' (+0:5)
...-

Source: Figure-I-taken from California Department of Educatiori, Office.of

Intergroup Relations Snmmary Sheets, 1979, 1980. .
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T8 reduce the confounding effects associated_ with Anglo stUdent declinei

that might outstrip Hispanid growth, three modifieations were made to our

orIrginal sample design: (1) We extracted from CBEDS all teachers
. ..

(irreviective of race) who were employbd in or after 1979 and still in tkte
-

, .

labor force; (2) From this group of teachers (approxi;:ately 23,000) we
, . .

selected. only those that worked in schools where total enrollments _increased

from 1979 to 1981. (3) Then; we split this sample-into two groups: (a) those

teachers (subsample one) who worked in schools with inereasing Hispanic

enrollments during the same period, and (b) those teachers ,(subsample two) Who

worked in schools with.increasing slack enrollments during 1979-1981... (See
-

Sample.' Design Flow Chart, Appendix A.) For each of these.,two subsampes,

Cseparate multinomial logit equatLons were estititated;.%The ldroads of an

Anglo, Black or Hispanic teacher being employed in schools with different

levels of, racial segregation were computed, cOntrolhng for the independent

e'ffecta of personal and job-related characteristics.

The entire first subsample of 9380 new hiresthat is,"teachers in

scifools with -bott? increasing Anglo and Hispanic sttident populationaare
2

rather evenly disttibuted across the five levels of segregated schools.. When
E. .4

race is considered, however* .tmpottant rriations occur.: Among Hispanrc

teachere nearly two-thirds were employed in sthools 50 percent or more

42
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Hispanic. .Among Anglo teachers, the

employed in achools with, fewer than

solo ls where the total pupil population

increasing, Hispanic Snd Anglo teachers

o f emp ioymen t . Anglos are always more

fewest Hispanics pupils and Hispanic teachers are always more...likely to Secure

-

/-
opposite ,occurs: over.60 percent are

30 percent Hispanics. Thus, even in ,

and the Hispanic population are both

obtain quite different probabilities

likely to secure jobs in schools wfth

employment

conclusion

employment

in schools with the greatest number of Hispanic pupils. A further

%emerges: Hispanic pupil growth is of little consequence in the

of Hispanic teachers when it is in schools with less than 10

Although one-fourth of all new teachers hired in

were empl'iiyed in schools with less than 10"percene.

percent Hispanics students.

the fi,rst. subsample

Hrsp.anic pupils) less than 7 .percent of thost:' new jobs went to Hispanics and

more than 90 percent of them went to Anglos..One can only conclude that growth

is a necessary but insufficient condition for increased Hispanic employment;

it is insufficient becauie growth must also take place in a, highly segtegated

school.

Teachers in the

those

second subsample of new hires
. .

met the.sathe conditions'as

in the firs5 subsample, except this timethey were employed in schools

-
1.7ith both growing Black

1979-81.

and growing Anglo student populations during

Of the 6,116 teachers who satisfied theSe several conditions, leas

than 2 percent were employed in-majority Black schools (i. . 50+7. Blacks).
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'Rather, over 75 percent we5e eniployed in schools -with less thari 10 percent

Black pupilso Whi le one o f every three peachers 'hired in, schools with 50

percent or more Black pupils were Black, such segregated schools were only a

source.of employment for 9 percent of the Black teachers in our sample.

.Indeed, the overall low rate of Alack teacher employment among growing schools

(5.52) .suggests that growth in general, and Black puPil growth in particular,

is not a major factor in the employment of Blacks. 'These results are further

substantiated by examining the beta coefficients in Table C-2 in the Appendix.

The probability of employment within each level of school segregation rises
N

drast-ically as.the level of school segregation increases. Black employment is

constrained, however, by the relative scatcity df schools over 50 percent

Black whose total enrolltents are also increasing. This is consistent wiqh

our earlier suspicions that Black VA:di-growth rates are not high enough tO

offset the rapid decline of Anglo pupils.in such schools.

Although, in our sample, Anglo employment drops from a high'of 80.percent

of all jobs in schools with 10 percent or fewer Bla4 pupils to 61 percent of

all jobs in schools with 50 percent or more Black pupils, it is obvious that

:Anglo teachers have far greater access to employment ih tlfe entire spectrum of

teaching jobs available than do Blacks hr Hispanics'. Indeed it may well be

ehe case that,Black and Hispanic teachers are compelled to compete with,each

other ,for jobs tn minority expanding schools. Because the'major contributor'

e

4 4



tp the demographic expansion iHpanic growth, Hispanic teachers seem to

enjoy an employment advantage over il.acks. If 'this is the case, iti

unfortunate since ,Blacks, and Hispanics "are both underrepresented in the

adtcationa,1 labor force in general and particularly so in schbOls with 10,,

percent or fewer thinorities.

The eviden.ce presented confirms the continuing significance of

segregation when attempting to- project the importance of education as an

employer of minority professionals. Minority new hires are thost likely to

occur ,in rapidly expanding schools with highly segregated minority

populations.. There are two reasons why this seems to' be the case: First, ind

most obviously, expanding pupil populations require more new teachers than

Stable or declining schools. Second, districts are likely to select_minority

nachers over non-minority ,teachers in highly segregated schools for each of

the legitimacy, role rsodelipg and spcial control reasons discussed earlier;

and because fewer Anglo teachers Are likeiy to apply for such jobs. With

respect to, demographics, schools with from 10 to 50 percent, Hispanic Pupils'

have average Anglo ilnecliheS that are outstripping average Hispanic

increSses by a factor of t,wo to one. Only in schools'50 percent or more

Hispanic is the average rate of grOwth in Hispanic pupils greater than the

average rate of Anglo pupil decline. tus, only in highly segregated

et.
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elementary schools is growEh generated employment an important source of jobs.
,

for minority, and particularly Hispanic, teachers.

Elementary 'schools tontinue to play a central role in these conclusions:.

it is in elementary schools where most minorities work and it is in minority

segregated elementary schools where minority teachers are moit often assigned.

ElementarY school's also play a prominent role.in this analysis because

Hispanic pupil growth is highest at theelementary. level and elementary

schools have long been the focus .of federal and state categorical 'aid

programs, In the final analytical section of our study, we will conclude with

an. examination of one such categorical program, bilingual education, ,to

determine its impact on minority employment and assignment.

Bilingual Education .

Teething jobs requiring bilingual certification have been a major avenue

of entry for Hispanics into the educational labor forte: 39 percent of all

Hispanic teachers in our sample are bilingually certified. At the same time,

however, the overall contribution of bilingual certification.to Hispanic

employment in the total teacher force has been"relatively modest. There are

two reasOns for this. First, employment generated by bilingual education has

also Rrovided a significant number of new jobs for Anglo teachers in absolute
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(about 2400 in 1980), if not in relative terms. Mareover, even if all

,
bilingtxal education teachers ,were Hispanic:the cóntribution of bilingual

eirtificat ion to the total labor force would be less than 5 percent. Given

present hiring patterns, the net addition of Hispanic teachers to the total

labbr torce as' a direct result of bilingual programs was roughly 2 percent.

-during 1980.

Keeping these important qualifications in mind, an important corollary

question is whether state and federal. bilingual education programs have

themselves contributed to raciallydetermined employment patterns--a

contribution that would be independent of the patterns already desbribed. with

regard to teachers' who have regular credentials. It seems reasonable to

expect that the demand for bilingual certified teachers of all reces,4Tou1d be

greatest in schools-sT... especially elementary ools--with the most Hispanic

students. This should occur for three reasons. First, 66 Percent of all

Hispanic students are enrolled in gradas K-6.29 Second, the incidence of

.11

limited English speaking students is greateat in these schools because

Hispanics are the largest .language minority in California. '2And third, demand

for these specially trainad teachers outstrips supply-by more than 100

percent: threefourths of all bilingual teachers .were in such schools in

47
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By .replicating- the multinomial logit analysis performed in the section on

segregation on teachers with nonbilingual /%ridentials, probability estimates'

of employment for Anglos and Hispanics _with bilingual certilicates were
,

generated-. These estimates are presented in Tables 11 and 12. A 'separate

analysis was not performed on Black teachers because they comprise less .than

percent of all bilingually certified teachers. ,Several findings are

especially noteworthy. First, the demand for bilingual education teachers

regardless of face or grade level is extremely low in schools. with less than

10 percent Hispanic pupils. This empirically veri-fies our previous'

supposition that the dernálid for.teadhers with bilingual certificates should'be
.

greater in schools wi,th everlarger concentrations of His Panic students.

Second, at the secondary level, where only one out ,of four bilingual. teachers:
, .

worked in 1980, Hispanic bilingual certified teachers are over twice as likely

as their Anglo counterparts to work in Hispanic siegregated schools (i.e., 504-%

Hispanic students). On the other extreme, bilingually certified Anglo

teachers are over twice as likely as Hispanics to work in schools, with the

fewest Hispanic students. Third, this pattern of racial assignment is even

more exaggerated at the elementary level: Hispanics are almost three times

more likel,y to work in the most segregated schools and are three times
A
e

Less likely to work in schools with lets than 30 percent Hispanics.

Finally, we again find little .variation in employment patterns between sexes.



To deteritxine whether bilingual 'education programgrdontribute to the

.

reciallr:detertained ,labor markets already observed with regard to

non-bilingual:teachers, Tables 11 and 12..muse be compared with Tables 6 and 7.

Looking first: at Hispanic teachers only (compare Tables 11 and 6), Hispanics

.that are bilingually certified are 20 peicent more likely to teach in schools

with a majority of Hixpanic students than are Hispanic teachers without that

certificate., ".

TABLE 11

Probability of Empfoyment for Hispanic Teachers with Bilingual
Certificates for Each Level of Hispanic Segregation

1981

HispaniAc Pupil Concentrations in Public S'chools,b

0-10% -10-30% . '30-50% 50-7D% '70+ %

(N=265) (N=508) (N=490) - '(N=386) -(N=636)

Hispanic Elementary School Teachers' with Bilingual Credentials

Male .02 , .14 :24 . .22 .38,

Female .02 .12 .24 .25 .38

r . '

Hispanic Secondary SchoOl Teachers with Bilingual Credeniials

Male .05 ft, .20 .36 .18 .21

. Female .05' .17: .36 ...20 '.22

a Co7

.

.a....

ntrolling for the indepehdent effects of average educa4ion, experience)

changes in Hispanic pupil growth, and changes in Anglo pupil growth.

b,'N" refers to the. number of Hispanic teachers in a random sample of .2,285,.

Hispanics who teach in schools with these' levels.Of Hispanic pupil

concentration.

49



TABLE 12

Probability, of Employment for Anglo Teachws with Biringual Certificates
Each Level'of Hispanic Segregation

1981*

"
Hispanic Pupil Concentrap.ons in,Public Schools

b

0-40% 40-30% 30-50% ''' '50-70% - 70-1-.%

(N=265) (N=508) (N=490) (N=380 (N=6,36)

- /

Anglo Elementary Sch-ool Teachers with Bilingual CredentiAls.

Male .09 .44 .21 ;06 .20

Female .07 ..42 - .22
-I-

.07 .21

Anglo Secondary School Teachers with Bilingual Credentials

.05 .10Male .11 .52'

Female 009 _.51 .24 .06 .11

.

a Controlling for the independani effects of average education; experience,
.changes in Hwanic pupil growth, and changes in Anglo.puOil growth.

e'
b" N" refers to the number of Hispanic teachers in a random sample of ,232

Anglos who teacft in schools with these levels of Hispanic pupil concentr tion.

rt.
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This trend holds in both ,efementary and Secondary Schools. On the other

extreme, in schOols with less than 30 percent Hispanic studenta, the oppoaite

h.olds: Hispanic teachers without a bilingual credential are at least twice as

likely to teach here;' in elementary schools that ratio more ihan doubles,

becoming five to one.

Looking next at Anglo teachers only (compare Ta.2 and 7), we see.

that bilingual education programs have'partially ameliorated the impaceof

school segregation on Anglo employment. Anglo teachers with bilingual

certificates a're three times as likely to teach in the most Hispanic

segregated schools (70+Z) compared to Anglo.teachers without this-

certification. Again, these trends apply equally to elementarY and secondary

schools. Despite these apparent a if ferences, the impact of bilingual

education employment on Anglo employment must be kept in perspective: over 50

percent of all Anglo teachers--those with bpingual credentials as well as

those cgithout--teach in an elementary ot secondary school that has less than

30 percent Hispanic students.

And finally, the moA telling comparisons can be drawn between' Anglo

%teachers with a bi lingu-a 1 certificat`e and Hispanic teachers without

bilingual certification (compare Tables 12 and 6)... Despite the integration

effeats of bilingualrelated employment on Anglo teachers, ttiey are still less

likely to teach in schools with more than 50 pertent Hispanic students, and



.

are more likely to-teach in schools that are less than 30 percent Hispanic.

In other words, a Hispanic teacher with i general credenti 1 is more typically

.

found in schools with greater, levels of Iltspani ation that an Anglo

counterpart with a bilingual certificate. Thu.s, race remains the most

important determiriant of teacher employment. Taken together, these findings

are consistent with earlier research: bilingual education prOgrams c'ontribute

to the contradictory effects of increased Hispanic employment on tiie one hand

and increased Hispanic staff segregation on the other.
30

Conclusion

Summary.

ThroUg.houe this analysis, we have made an effort' to highlight the

contoUrs of an extremely complex relationship between race and eductional
,.

employment. While we concur with,the assessment of previous researchers, that

the- public sector has been a major source of employment for minority

professionals, we do so with two important caveats. First, it was education,

and local,public schools in particular, which ecdounted for most minority

employment gains during the 1960s and 1970s. And second, the absence in the

1980s of minority political pressures, Anglo student growth and looal fiscal

.capacityfaCtors which jointty dontributed to minority'employment in the
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, .
previ'ous dec into_question the capacity of education, or perhaps evert-

the public s ctor in general% to provide an oCcupational niche for mingritids

0
with aspirations of u!pward motrility.31. These two caiieats provided the

.

..

foundation f r our principal research question: How has the conflict between .

demands for ninority employment reform and the new structural Constraints on

such reforms actually been expressed in pattern's of minority employment and

'assignment. ince current employment patterns of minority professionals'tell

us something important about the progress made-and the possibilities for

future reform, this study has implicitly addressed a'larger debate as yell.

This larger debate arises from the implications of dealining employment

opportunities for Black and Hispanic professionals in the public Sectora

p'ublic sector previously ,credited igith ameliorating racial bias and providing :

an important venue of social mobiLity for minoritieS. Given the length and

complexity of the-arguments presented in this paper, a brief review of major.

findings shou d provide a useful. conxtext for the more genenal disussion of

public policY th ory and7prictice which follows.

1. Race nd minority stuaent segregation are the two most-important;

determinants of employment and ass.ignment within the educational labor

market. A tea her,' s race is far more important' than a host CY otber yersonar

characteristic : sex, teaching credential and years of teaching. experience.,

imi liar ly , Bl ck or His panic student segregation is more iMportant- than, a

"53.
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variety of b-related chatiectVistics, including the grade level of a school.
.and the relative krowth or.d.ecfrrie of a school's minority or AnglO population:

2. Anglo, Black dnd Hii-piriit 'teachers live significantly-different labor,-.
. :..... -:.,, ,

mark e t ex p er iences. These Alfferences . are evrdent in public7privete sector
..- -3. ,comparisOns, and withintlie public' sector they are moot striking within the

4
,,',.-'-4.= :.... ,

, pliblic school systerv--califo-rnia's single ;argest ,Public'sector employer of,.
.,

mi,norities. For example, Hispanic teachers tore typically work in highly._
. .

segregated Hispanic sctioct-l.s... than do Black teacher's in Black segregated
..-.=

schools. This is true even til.Ough Black Pupils, on average, are more racially
., ...

. ....,.,
i- --solatea than Hispanic Aupils. In contrast, Anglo teachers predominate in

6 N. -1 .

schools where Black-end 4+isp:anic pupils are a small percentagd.of.the total
, _ .

,. .pupil popula ion.-
-,. .

,

.3: Grow and dec Ii.ne a nion* Anglo, Bleck atid Hispanic students also
. ; .

4 ,.... r" ' o'contributes to raci 11-5, based employment and assignment. Growth related_, , . .

-

-

employment in .California -Public schools is largely confineVo Schools that
. -t... - , ,

.
. .

are highly segre-gat-ed. Pr.edominately Hispanic, and at tite elementary grade.
.. rkzp, ,:: .,1", ' .. . . 4

-. .

legv-aj.. In seeking alidcretrrin hg employment in these schools, Hispanics ave
-__". ' fr

an advantage over both Bi-kGk.,,aild Arig-to teachersparticillarly when they hold a... .

bilingual certificate. Igdee.4., HiSpanics alone show a subitantiar'net

increase in employnekt fioni 1979 to 1980. gnglos sliow sharp:-.8eaines,.
. . . , .

followed by BlaCks. ,

of
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State ancE federal categdrical aid provarns mayalso exacerbate the

effects of teacher race and stuunt segregation on educational employment.

One such program, bilingual eduction, plays a significant (although fiscally.
,

conitrained) role in employing fiispanics in schools even more segregated than

those where ,gemeralcredentiaIed'Hispanic teachers are typically employed,

This is not simply a function of assigning teachers with special skills tothe

schools where b i lingua 1 education is most needed: Anglo teachers with the

same' crede.ntials ,teach in schools less segregated than do Hispanics, without

:bilingual credentials.

Implications for Theory and Policy

The American common school system has a long history of ideolOgiCal

`fssOciation with democracy aâcil reform.32 Indeed, it has been a major
..1. .

.......-.

A

locus of "reformist" pressure for much of the past century. Slmiliarly, the

teaching prOfession itse/f has long been identified as * occupation conducive

to the social mobility aspirations of young adults from working class and
c

minority backrouftds. Consistent with this tradition, supporters of increased
54. ,

employment ,of minority teachers have argued that such hiring is desireable for

reasons of social equity, political. legitimacy, and educationallrole7modeling.

. ,

In shar,p disagreement, a "revisionist" literature challenged the veracity of

claiming .schools as institutions predisposed to Social reform and meaningful

egalitarianis:m. ,Some radical critics of social welfare programs argue that

5 5
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program,s targeted at public schools function not in the pursuit qf social

f orms but as models of "internal colonialism" by aiding the employment of

minority.professionalts for th-e social control, of. a youthful minority

underclass.33

The research 'evidence reported in this study suggests a middle ground--

less sanguine than the reformists in their ass,essment and laSs critical than

the radicals--where schools played an important role in expanding minority

employment. The c,entral tension that emerges from this study is expressed in

a contradiction inherent to American publiá education: demands for minority

employment arising from political aption and social policy ate structurally

constrained by the persistence of segregation,suncontrollable demOgraphic

forces and the shifting fiscal fortunes of local school districts.. Since

these constraints are probably insurmountable even by the mast reformminded

local, officials, the educational sector as presently organized seems a less.

than promising avenue for increased minority employment in the 1980s. This

same conclusion is shared by other observers of the educational. labor market

who argue that minority employment reforms are not likely to be undone, even

though fiscal. crises and. a lack of institutional protections are conTbining to

seriously erode two decades of progiess.'434 While not, directly confirmed,

the _data also suggest that a serious threat to minority employment gains can

k.
4

develop from the competition among minorities for jobs in segregated schools.
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Black teachers ,with greater . average seniority than Hispanic teachers, but

lacking a parallel.credential like a bilingual certificate that enjoys high

demand,:.may find themselves at an emplbyment clisadvantage

Hidden within the midst of such gloomy forcasts is one prospect for hope,

or at, the very- le;ist, a prospect for further inquiry. Bven though education

is ,the largest single employer of.minority profeisionals, early in this study

we saw that education lags behind the state civil service in terms o'f labor

force participation rates. The-state civil dervice differs from the public

school system in one particularly important respect: hiring decisions in the

civil service are centralized while hiring iji the public schools is an

extremely decentralized process. This may he1p6to explain why minority
-

empl)yment continues to grow.within the state civil service at rates higher

than in the public sbhools. This speculation suggests a new line of inquiry

in studies of minority-employment within the public sector--an inquiry which
1

compares minority employment gains by the level of decentralization of

employment decisionmaking.

"cf
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Maximum Liklihood Estimates are calculated for.the parameters in a

multiple logit equatioft 'of the genetal form:

(1) LOGe E /13 = XB.
It j

-where j = 2, 3....N3
-

and t =.1,

0

t is-the observation index, T = the number of obserVations,

Xt = eth observation on a 1 x K vector of 'explanatory variables.

B.is a K x 1 vector of (unknown) Parameters.
3

The probabilities are calculated from the multiple logit equation

using the following formula:

XtB.
(2) P. = e

it

XtB.
1 + Sum e

='2
I.

The results in Tables A through C were.estimated from subsample Of the

1981 California Basic Educational Data System (CBED's) by race Tor Black,

.

Hispanic, and Anglo-teachers respectively, in functions of the,following form:
.

.

LOG
e

[P
1
/P

5
1 = B

11
+ B

12
Sex + B

13
Education + B

. ,

Experience + BI5 Bilingual Credential + BJ,o Elementary +
. i

,

B
17

Hispanic Growth + B
18

Anglo Growth.

LOG [P /P I = B
21

LOG
e

(P
3
/P

5
j = B

31
+ , + B

38
Anglo Growth

LOG
e

[P
4
/1)

5
= B

41
, + B Anglo Growth

2
Anglo Growth

- 63

Cq'

,"



where Sex, Bilingual Cre'dential, and Elementary'are dicotomou's.,.independent

variables taking the ;V'alues: 1J="male., 'yes', and 'secondary', and 0 =

0
'female', 'hcP, ansi 'elementary', respectively. As an example of how to

interpret coefficients, Table.A-1 shows that as one moves from schools Where

there are 10 percent or fewer Hispanic students to the most segregated

Hispanic schools (70+ percent) die strong negative weight's associated with a

bilingual credential decrease sharply for both Hispanic teachers, the

consistently negative coefficients indicate that a bilingual dertified

Hispanic teacher is alWays more likely to be employed, peteris paribus,,in a

more segregated schdol han in a less segregated school at all levels.

a
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simit* bEsIaq

MULTINOMIAL LOGIT ANALYSIS

ft

'ALL TEACHERS EMPLOYED
IN THE

CALIFORNL& PUBLIC SCHOOLS-
AS OF 1981

!

1TEACHERS EMPLOYED ONLY
FROM 1979 TO 1981:

I-

TEACHERS WHO WRK
ONLY IN SCHOOLS THAT GREW

nai 1979 TO 1981

TEACHERS WHO WORK
IN SCHOOLS THAT ALSO GREW
ro TOTAL HISPANIC PUPILS

6

TEACHERS WHO.WORK
IN SCHOOLS THAT ALSO GREW.

IWTOTAL BLACK PUPILS

i
414.



Table A-1.

Multiple Logit Modelin'g of HisOanic Teacher
Employment id California'by level (if-Hispanic Pupil Segregation, 1981

Coefficients and "t-ratios"

Dependent'

Variable C Sex
Level
of Ed

(N=2285)

Years of
Exper.

Biling.

Cred. Elem
Hispanic
Growth

Anglo

. Growth

LOGe .72 -.07 -.16 .07 -2.07 1.51 -.16 -.01 .

P
1
1P

5
(-1.75) (-.42) (-1.78) (6.51) (-8.69) (7.47) (-7.10) (-.63)

LOGe -.01 .17 -.14 .04 -1.18 .96. -.13 -.12

P/P
52

(-.04) (1.25) (-2.05) (3.76) (-7.91) (5.i6) (-7.59) (-7.40).

0

LOGe -.68 .03 .03 .02 -.19 .99 -.09 -.08

P
3
1?

5.
(-1.99) (.23) (-.40) (2.05) (-1.49) (5.54) (-5.38) (-5.11)

LOGe -.73 -.14 .02 -.01 .19 .36 -.03 -.06

P
4
1P

5
(-1.99) (-.91) (.22) (-.70) (1.42) (1.69) (-1.83) (-3.65)

The dependent (polychotomous variable is constructed on the following five
levels of Hispanic pupil segregation: PI = 0-10% Hispanic,Pupils (n=265),

P
2.
= 10-30% Hispanic pupils (n=508), P

3
= 10-50% Hispanic pupils (n=490),

P,= 50-70% Hispanic Pupils (n=186), and P5 .--,Ty+z Hispanic Pupils (n=636).
should be noted that the.'n' fox each level refers to the number of Hispanic

cPachers assigned to sthooLs with the corresponding percentage of Hispanic.
pupils.
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Table A42

e Logit Modeting-.9f Anglo Teacher
.

Employment in Califorlia by level ,of Hispanic Pupil Segregation, 1981
Co fficients and "t-ratios"

n*.(223Z)

Dependent Level -Years of Biting. Hispanic Ang16- /

Variable. C Ser of Ed Exper. Cred. Elem Growth Growth .1

LOGe

P
1
/P

5

LOGe

P
2
/P

5

LOGe

P
3
/P

LOGe

P,/P
4 5

1:63 .24

(3.59,) (1.11)

1.49 .07

-.03

-.34)

-.04

.02.

(1.84)

.02

'-2.54.

(-3.99)

--.95

0.97

(3.46)

.91

-.24,

(-9.10).

-%20

.001:

(-.04)

.10

(3.33) (6.33) 4-.42) (1:97) (-2.28) (3.26) (-7.80) -4.51)

.52, -.03 -.01 .02 -.67 .80 .--.07 -.03

(-5.00)(-1.27) (.18) (1.05) (2.67) (-1.47) (1.34) (-7.48)

.15 -.16 -.08 -.01 -1.05 .50 -.02 -.04

(.27) (-.59) (-.61) (.34) (-1.76) (1.50) (-.84) (1.34)
4.

The dependent (polychotomous variable is constructed on the followiag five
levels of Hispanic pupil segregatioa,: Pi = 0-10% Hispanic Pupils (n=782),
P
2
= 10-30% Hispanic pupils (n=821),

3
= 0-507. Hispanic pupils (n=317114

P
4
= 50'-702 Hispanic Pupils (n=155), and 135 =70+% Hispanic Pupils (n=157).

1c should be doted that the 'n' for each level refers,to the number of Xnglo
teachers assigoed to schools with the\correspooding percentage of iii,spanic

.pupils.

5
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Tabli B1 -

MOtip:le,Logit Modeling 4)f Black Teacher
Employment in Cill.ftiThia:-by level,of Black Pupi). Segregatjop, 198/*

". Coef_ficients and "t-ratios" <
,

71.

Dependent
Variable C

LOGe . .56

Sex-_,1
^,

:05

s
PI /P5- (2.2U) '(.31)

LOGe .12, -.42 ,

P
2
/P

5 -

(.43) (-2. 354-

(n=2305).

z' r .

Level 'Yearo of
.pf-Ed Exper.

206 -.04
-0.13) (-4.78)

..di .08 -..04

(1.25) (-4.07) .

'LOGe -.59 -.42 -.02.14,

P
3
/P

5
,(1.85).....,(.73-).. (-.32') (72.31)

LOGe . --71 -.21 '.06 -.02
P,/P (-2.11)(-.97)-' (-,83) (-2.38)

5

'.

Elem

.36'

(2.09)

Black .

Growth ,

-.01

(71.0)
'..;

.

Anglo
Growth

t-
.

-.13 V
,(7.1-50),-

-.03 -.002 -.12
(-.14), (-.30J :(-8,65):

t .

-.33 . -.14

.(-1.46) (-10.37) (76.43)

-.60 -.18 -.12

(-2.22)
,

(-12.9t) (-6.39) ,

.
The dependent (polychotomouS variable is constructed on tL following five

.
,

levelS of Black pupisegregation:. PI = 0-107. Black Pupils (4=756), 17.7

10-30% Black Pupils (n=504"), P3= 30-50% Black popils.(n=307), PA= 50-70%
. Black Pupils (n=272); and P5 = 70+7. Black Pupils (466),It shdulU be'noted tbat

the 'n' for each level refers to the number of Black teachers assigned ta
schools with the c,onteSponding percebtage of Black pupils.

:47 s
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6-2
;.

Multiple Logic Modeling of. Anglo TeaCher
Employment in.CalifOrnia hp--level of Black Pupil Segregation,'1981

Coefficients and "-t7ratios"

(n*2232)

Deptndenp
'Varlabl& _C 1 Sex

. 7-=

LOGe 2.82 -.26

(6.11)(-1.22)
1, 3

LIOGe .68 -.16

(1.2a) (-.65)
2,- 3

Level
of Ect.

Years of
Exper.. Elem -'

age

Black
Growth
,.

. Anglo
: Growth

.

.03 --: -.01 P.53 7.13 -.02
(0.30) (7) (2.07) , (5.35) (1.95)

.004 .38 .18 -.03,.04

-(.38) (.30) (1.34) .(6,.15) (-1.47)

The dependent (polichot9mous variable was originally constructed on the
following five levels of Black pupil.segregationi P; = 0-10% Bfack Ilupil
(n=1,,787), Pl= 10-30% Black Pupils (n=324), Fl= 30-50% Black pupils',
(n*59)

'

P
4 ,
* 50-70% Black Pupils (n=30) and P.'

5
= 70+% Black Pupils

..,,
.

.(n=32).1t should be.noted that the 'n' for each level refers co the number of
Anglo teachers assigned to.schools with the corresponding percentage of Black
pupils. However, given the small 'n' in the last two levels, levels P4

P5 were collapsed into level P
3
* (n*121).

ist
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TABLE C-la
Multiple Logit Modeling of the Effects of Hispanic P4upil Growth on

.

Teacherlabor Maikets, 1979.-1081
Coefficients and "t-ratios"

(N.. 9380)
b

loge Loge- Loge
,

t, . Loge

Variable P-1WP-51 13-2\/1375\ P-3WP-5\

Constant -1.56 -.23 -.57 -1.05

(1-6.48) (-1.24) (-2.74) (-4.63)

Sex .0001 :06 -.14 .05

(.001) (.86) (-1.69) (.59)

,

Elementary .84 '.64 .14,K -.52

\,.

(8.19) (6.94) (1.28) (-3.71)

dredibility -1.70 ' -1.33 -.07 .05

(-8.46) (-10.53) -(-:.67) (.47)

Hispanic -.61
.

-.48 -.25 .22

. (-2.54)
,

(-3.10) , (-1.53)
,

(1.25)

Black . .14 .11 .21 .46

,4 (.66) (.76) (1.28) (2.58)

Anglo 1.23 .62 .30 .43

(7.22) (5.14) (2.24) . (2.82)

Years in .08 -.08 r.01

District (1.82) (-.2.21) ( -.04)

Highest Level .02 .05 .01 ' ,.04

Of Education (.58) . ,(1.66) (.39) (1.14)

.,
i ,

a The dependent (polychotomous variable is constructed on the following five

,

levels of Hispanic pupil segregation: PI = 0=10% Hispanic pupils (n=1505),

P = 10-30% Hispanic pupils (n=2721), P3 4 30-.50% Hispanic pupils
(l2 ,71560),, P4 = 50-707. Hispanic pupils "(n=1293)-, arid P5 = 70+% Hispanic

Bupils (n=225f). .
.

The 'n' for each Level refefs to the number of Hispanlc teacheTs asiigned',

to schools with the corresponding parcentag4,,of Hispanic pupils.
. ,

.,.
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TABLi C-24

Multiple Logit Modeling of the Effects of Black Pupil Growth on
Teacher Labor Markets, 1979-1981
Coefficients and "t-ratios"

(N =.6Q54)
b

Variable P-1\/1)-4\ , P-WP74\

Constant 3.24 2.06 1.13

(5.53) (3.40) (1.50)

Sex -.48 -.71 -.41

1-2.30) (-3.25Y (-1.45)

glementary 1.38 1.42 1.72:

(3.23) (.3.26) (3.58)

Hispanic 1:24 .47 1.10

(1.96) (.73) (1.52)

Black -2.07 -1;45 1.19
(-4.83) (-3.29) (-244)

Anglo .25 -.18 -.53

(.62) (-.45) (1,05)

Years in '-.25 -.31

District (-1.54) (-2.09) (-2.04)

Highest Level .21 .28 .01

of Education (2.15) (2.79) -(.06)

.aThe dependent (polychotomous_variable was originally constructed on the
following five levels of Black pupil segregation: pi = 0-19% Black pupils.

(n=4 74 8), P2 =A. 0-30% Black pupils (n=1.11 3),' P3 = 30-50% Black pupils
(n=135), P4 = 5 0-70% Black pupils (n=3 8), a rid P5 = 7047% Hkspanic pupils
(n=62). .

b
The 'n' for each level refers to,the number of Black teadhers assigmea'to

schools with the corresponding percentage of,Black pupils. HoWever, given the

small 'n' in the last two levels, levels P- and P5 ,we're collasped into
4 ,

level P
4

(n=120).


